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Black Wall Street business maven J.B. Stafford in his elegant office on Greenwood, circa 1908. His secretary is behind him. To the far left is O.W.
Gurley, one of the founders of Black Wall Street. COURTESY OF THE COLLECTION OF PRINCETTA RUDD-NEWMAN

Greenwood’s Circular Dollar

Inside

A ‘path forward’ to buy Black again

By Gary Lee
The Oklahoma Eagle

    
     
   
  
       
     
    
 
     
       
      
   

       
  
       
     
 
  




   
   
      
      
     
  
   
   
     
      
        
      
      
 
  
     
     
       

    


  





    
    
     
     
  
  
   

   
     
        
     
       

    

      
  
 
       
     
    
   
     
       
    
    
   

       
        
   
    
     
     
       


    
 
     
    
     
      
     
   

      
 
  
   
   

DOLLAR continued on A3

>> PHOTOS: Scenes of Greenwood and “The Circular Dollar Community.” A3
>>ONLINE: Read our first installment and watch our video essay, “Tulsa’s green legacy” at TheOklahomaEagle.net

GOOD NEWS

Olympian Kenny
Monday to lead
new prep wrestling
program in Ohio
Page A9

OPINION

Conservative
assault on voting
shows no sign of
slowing down

LEFT: S.M. Jackson, owner of Jack’s Memory Chapel, with his family in front of the family business on Marshall Place, right off Greenwood.
CENTER: The Choir of Evergreen Pentacostal Church in North Tulsa, circa 1934. Black Tulsans usually gave ten percent of earnings to the church.
RIGHT: The Perrymans, Creek Freedman, were an influential family with major landholdings in early Tulsa. This picture was taken in front of their home, circa 1900.
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE PRINCETTA RUDD-NEWMAN

TULSA RACE MASSACRE: NEW DETAILS

The mystery of Sarah Page solved

Page A7

By Gary Lee

NATION & WORLD

Ida B. Wells
honored with a
monument in
Bronzeville

The Oklahoma Eagle

She and Dick Rowl and never had affair.
Sarah Page has been found.
By now, the central role the white elevator operator played in the Tulsa race massacre is well known. In late May
1921, when Dick Roland, a Black teenaged shoeshine attendant, entered the elevator where Page worked at the
downtown Drexel Building, a confrontation occurred. Whatever happened is unclear. But in reports in the white
establishment press, the incident was dramatically overblown.
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The
Circular
Dollar
Community

LEFT: Princetta Rudd at seven, dressed for her first communion.
She would become a Booker T. Washington schoolteacher,
Greenwood socialite and author.
BELOW: An auxiliary at Vernon AME Church on Greenwood, in the
1950s. It was one of various social circles for Greenwood women.
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE COLLECTION OF PRINCETTA RUDD-NEWMAN

Date Night at Three Bear’s Club on Greenwood, a popular nightspot for the well-heeled.
LEFT: John Emerson, owner of Bluebird
Taxi Company, on Greenwood, outside
one of his fleet of vehicles. Bluebird was
of several cab services in the thriving
community.
RIGHT: People’s Drug Store, a popular
pharmacy and sundry business on the
corner of Lansing and Pine Streets.
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Mildred Gayle Blocker and her daughter Michelle Blocker on Greenwood. They are standing at the spot where Mildred’s grandmother, Leona Bell Corbett, owned
a boarding house on Greenwood for five decades. The house was torn down in the 1970s and replaced by the contemporary house in the back ground. BASIL
CHILDERS/FOR THE OKLAHOMA EAGLE

DOLLAR

From Page 1
laborers, had to pass through
hands like theirs.
And how it flowed!
By some estimates, the dollar
circulated anywhere from 19 to
100 times in Greenwood and
stayed in North Tulsa for more
than a year before it was spent
elsewhere.
The Rev. Charles Jeffrey Jr.,
famed editor of The Oklahoma
Eagle, once boasted not only
could you “buy everything
from a toothpick to a car” along
Greenwood, but what made it
unique was all the businesses
were Black owners who own
their own properties.
Edward L. Goodwin Sr., our
late publisher and prominent
lawyer, described Greenwood
as “once a Mecca for the Negro
businessman – a showplace.”

Commerce fueled by Jim
Crow
Although Black Tulsans recall
Greenwood’s circular dollar
legacy with nostalgia, it was a
cycle of trade wrought by segregation and the racist laws of
the era that supported it. With
few exceptions, white merchants
strictly followed Jim Crow statutes that barred them from accepting Black customers. Thus,
for the first half of the 20th
century, Black Tulsans had no
choice but to patronize Blackowned businesses. “Nobody
else would accept our money,”
said Jack Henderson, a North
Tulsa civic leader and former
city councilman. “So, we had to
spend it among ourselves.”
A walk down Greenwood became a stroll down the memory
lane of a neighborhood that was
a cornerstone of life and livelihood for the family from the
1920s to the mid-1970s. Blocker,
who is seventy-something, and
her daughter, Michelle, shared
Corbett’s story in a couple of
interviews. As they reminisced,
it was also clear just how much
Corbett had been an essential
cylinder in the engine of Greenwood’s economy.
Short, poised, and to the
point, Corbett was a ubiquitous
Greenwood personality.
As a businesswoman, she was
a matter of fact. “She was not
someone you messed with,”
recalled Blocker, who as a child
lived in the house with her
mom, Ione, and Corbett.
“She was the kind of woman
who ran her life pretty well. And
she ran everybody
else’s too,” recalled Jocelyn
Payne, who frequented the Corbett house as an adolescent.

The dollar’s Greenwood trail
The trail the dollar took
through Greenwood often ran
like a maze.
A look at the earnings and
spending of Corbett and others
in her circles, based on interviews and our analysis, offers an
example.
In the 1950s, Corbett took in
an estimated $300 a month – a
hefty sum in an era when many
laborers earned less than $80 a
month. She might run over to
Cannon’s Dry Good’s next door
to buy a housedress. Mr. Cannon, the owner, would then go
down to Kyles Drug Store down
the street to pick up a prescription.

“Tulsa’s Greenwood neighborhood was a selfcontained economic stronghold in its heyday,
a commercial marketplace where nearly
every dollar earned was spent right in the
neighborhood. It was merchants like Corbett
who shaped that legacy…”
Owner Roy Kyle would use
what he made to pay his clerk.
The clerk might, in turn, take
her dress to Caver’s Dry Cleaners going north on Greenwood.
When Howard Caver, the owner, had a leaky pipe, he might
contact Herman, the plumber
who kept a room at Corbett’s
place. With the payments his
customers gave, Herman could
pay rent to Corbett.
The earning and spending of
hundreds of other Greenwood
residents would take a similar
circle.

Greenwood’s decimation
The commercial life of Greenwood, by most accounts, peaked
in the 1940s and 1950s. The
Black community began there
in the early 1900s. While most
In the early 1900s – most Black
men worked either in the nearby
oilfields or for whites as laborers – Greenwood mushroomed
quickly in size and prosperity
to the point that the educator
Booker T. Washington dubbed
it “The Negro Wall Street.” The
May 31-June 1, 1921, race massacre, when a white mob looted
the community and murdered
up to 300 Blacks, decimated it.
But within four years, Greenwood residents rebuilt the
community with such care and
speed that the National Negro
Business League – which was
founded by Washington – held
its national convention in the
district. The Oklahoma Eagle celebrated the convention
by publishing a 10-page edition, packed with 96 ads from
primarily Black-owned Tulsa
businesses. An editorial boasted
that convention visitors would
see “the many opportunities the
‘Wonder City’ offers to the right
kind of people who are looking
for a location” to open a business.
By the 1940s, Greenwood was
booming again. According to
census reports, there were 240
Black-owned businesses in the
neighborhood in 1942.

($11,013); grocery store owner:
$500 ($5,000.); maids or chauffeurs: $80-100 ($800-$1,000).
With just about everything
imaginable available in stores,
cafes, pool halls, juke joints,
and other venues packed along
the street, there was no shortage
of ways for Greenwood folk to
burn a dollar.
For a worker who made
around $20 to $30 a week, a
typical weekly budget would include $2-3 (10%) in tithes to the
church; $6 in rent for a room.
$8 in groceries from Mann’s,
Jared’s, or another food store;
25 cents for a chicken sandwich
at Betty’s Chat ‘N Chew. 5 cents
for the Oklahoma Eagle newspaper. Possible treats could be
5 cents pack of Wrigley’s gum,
10 cents for a policy ticket or a
box of soda crackers, or a jar of
Witteman’s shoe polish, each of
which cost 25 cents. Occasional
splurges could include a men’s
suit at Cannon’s for $15 or a
house dress from Jared’s for $9.
Of course, the tabs were doubled for married couples. And,
families with children had to
add the costs of school supplies
and clothes.

Thriving Black families
The Greenwood bourgeoise,
by comparison, spent their
money in much the same ways
as their white counterparts
who lived in South Tulsa. They
bought cars, furs and other
luxury goods. Before the 1921
massacre, six Black families in
Tulsa owned their own airplanes.
Homeownership was a top
priority among Tulsa’s Black
professionals and skilled workers. By the end of the 1940s,
nearly half of Black Tulsans
were homeowners, according

to census reports. Many of the
well-established Black merchants and professionals helped
finance the mortgages.
When it came to socializing,
the dollar also flowed differently.
While women from higher-income homes might snag
a “store-bought” dress for $15
from a door-to-door salesman,
her working-class counterpart
might opt to buy fabric for 90
cents a yard from Kresge’s and
make her dress. A higher-paid
man would spend $2.50 on a
bottle of bonded whisky, while
the working class would get a
jug of the moonshine grandma
made in the bathtub for $1.
Dating habits were also
different between income
brackets, according to Princetta Rudd-Newman, a longtime
resident of North Tulsa, who is
documenting the culture and
history of Greenwood in a forthcoming book, “If These Bricks
Could Talk.” She discussed how
the dollar flowed differently
among the affluent and working
classes of the community.
“A Greenwood man of means
would invite a woman for a
steak dinner at the Wagon
Wheel,” she said. “ You’d get
your ribeye, French fries, salad,
bread and a drink. That would
be hitting the jackpot. It would
cost $3.75.”
A more working-class guy
might go to Stell’s in the Alley,
a back street joint, and order himself a chicken dinner,
Rudd-Newman explained. He
would then offer different parts
of it to the two or three women
he talked to there. “He’d get
good mileage out of that $1.25
chicken meal,” she said.

Playing policy
Although the different classes
of Greenwood rarely mixed
socially, one way in which all
sectors of Black Tulsa society
came together was by playing
policy. The game was wildly
popular in Greenwood for decades. The game, a forerunner
to Powerball, was a daily lottery,
introduced in Chicago in 1885
but played widely in many
cities. Players would try to guess
which numbers would be picked
from a wheel that was spun each
day and sometimes several times
a day. Participating was called
“playing the numbers.”
“Lawyers, waitresses, retirees
– people from all walks of life
played,” explained Rudd-Newman. As a teen, she worked as a
numbers runner, collecting the
numbers from players, bringing them to the owners of the
wheels. When the winners were
announced, she would carry the
bounty to them in wads of cash.
“Lots of people along Greenwood played: lawyers, waitresses, everyone,” Rudd-Newman
recalled.
“Many would play a quarter
and end up winning $25. If
somebody was feeling lucky,
they might play five dollars.
They could make as much as
several hundred dollars with
that kind of bet. Runners would
get a certain percentage, too. So,
it wasn’t a bad deal.”
By the 1960s, Black Tulsans
spent less than 10% of dollars
they earned in the Black community, according to analyses of
census records.
One of the biggest reasons was
that the city of Tulsa had wiped
out the heart of Greenwood’s
commerce. An Urban Renewal initiative had called for the
demolition of buildings along
historic Greenwood to make
way for the Crosstown Expressway.
That project eventually led to
the sale and demolition of the

house Corbett had owned on
Greenwood since the 1920s. After it was bulldozed, developers
constructed a modern ranchstyle single-family home at the
exact location. The surrounding
buildings were similarly erased.
For the Corbett family, the
demolition of the house brought
an end to an accumulation of
wealth they had achieved over a
century.
That arc of family history dated back to the last quarter of the
1800s. Corbett’s father, William
Rentie, and his wife Ellen, using
an allotment his family had
received as Creek Freedman,
developed a prosperous farm
near Checotah, Oklahoma. They
joined with another landowner
to create Rentiesville, which
would become one of Oklahoma’s all-Black towns. When
the Renties’ daughter, Leona,
married and moved to Tulsa in
the early 1920s, she apparently
used family funds to purchase a
plot of land and built the house
on Greenwood. Corbett died in
1975.

Shunning Black-owned
Another significant factor in
the sharp decline in the rate
Blacks patronized Black-owned
businesses is that Tulsa’s white
merchants, largely in response
to civil rights pressures, gradually opened their doors to
Blacks. Residents of North Tulsa
began flocking to white-owned
stores. Warehouse Market,
a sprawling downtown food
store, and Froug’s, an Oklahoma-based department store
chain, were particularly popular.
As the Black population patronized south side stores, many
Northsiders quietly shunned
some Black-owned merchants.
“These days, Black Tulsans
want to buy from anyone except
Black Tulsans,” said Tony B., a
Tulsa spoken word performer,
in a recent presentation at Tulsa’s Living Arts Center.
Henderson, the North Tulsa
civic leader and former city
councilman, explained further:
“Sometimes Black people look
at a Black store owner and
express doubts about the quality
of their goods. Or they say, ‘I
don’t want to make that owner
rich.’ We have to move beyond
that kind of thinking.”

‘There is a path forward’
For some Black Tulsans, the
push to buy Black is strong.
Michelle Blocker, Corbett’s
great-granddaughter, says that
she and the family patronize Black-owned businesses
whenever possible. Wanda J’s,
Tropical Smoothie and Rubicon
Potato are particular favorites.
Even for North Tulsans who
want to buy Black, reviving the
level of allegiance to Black businesses is impractical.
According to a recent study
by the Washington, D.C.-based
Brooking Institute, only 250
– or 1.25% of Tulsa’s 20,000
companies – are Black-owned.
Many are spread out throughout
North Tulsa and other parts of
the city.
In Henderson’s view, North
Tulsa can nonetheless do a
lot better at supporting Black
businesses. “We have to recapture the spirit investing in our
community,” he said.
“It’s not realistic to think we
can create Greenwood. But maybe we should be thinking more
in terms of building certain
replicas of Greenwood all over
North Tulsa. There is a path
forward, but it can only happen
if we work together.”

A labor pool of service
workers
Different economic and social
strata had also begun to form
in the Greenwood community. About 40% of the residents
were professionals or skilled
craftspeople, including doctors,
school teachers, administrators
and hairstylists. The remaining
60% were laborers, domestic, or
service workers.
Even as the neighborhood’s
merchant class was rising, only
a minority worked for Blackowned enterprises. Most of the
Black-owned businesses were
small and employed no more
than four or five employees.
By the 1940s and 1950s, the
monthly salary scales for Blacks
in North Tulsa ranged wide.
Estimates in 1955 are as follows,
with a projection – based on
the cost of inflation – of what it
would amount to in 2021 dollars
in parentheses: Attorney: $1,500
($15,066); schoolteacher: $1,100

Four Generations of a Black Wall Street family. Boarding House Owner Leona Bell Corbett, her daughter Ione C. Morrison, granddaughter Mildred Gayle Blocker
and great grand daughter Jacqueline Blocker. BASIL CHILDERS/FOR THE OKLAHOMA EAGLE
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Inhofe’s ofﬁce
requests $4M
to combat illicit
pot growers

Shawnee
superintendent
announces plan to
run for state post

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

Hundreds of thousands of Oklahomans
are now able to receive free health care

By Trevor Brown
Oklahoma Watch
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The first woman chosen as presi-         
        
dent of Oklahoma State University
    
Overall collections to the Oklaho- is officially on the job.
        
ma treasury continue to set record
Dr. Kayse Shrum’s first day in


     
highs fueled largely by an influx of
Stillwater was July 1. Shrum had
       
federal funding over the past year,
been president of the OSU Center
¡
    
State Treasurer Randy McDaniel said for Health Sciences in Tulsa since
    
Wednesday.
2013.
¢     
Overall treasury receipts for June
Enrollment at the medical school
and the fiscal year ended June 30
more than doubled during Shrum’s   £     
      
reached record highs, McDaniel said tenure, The Tulsa World reported.
      
in a statement announcing the latest
“I’m very excited, but this is

        
receipts.
extremely humbling,” Shrum told
  
“The economic picture in Oklaho- the newspaper. “It’s a big day at
      
ma is still developing, but it’s clearly
Oklahoma State University and at
       
much improved from where we were the Shrum household.”
        
a year ago during the depths of the
Among Shrum’s first duties as
          
pandemic,” he said.
president: Announcing OSU’s new
      
The increase can be attributed
athletic director, Chad Weiberg.
      
largely to an infusion of more than
Weiberg had been deputy athletic
$10 billion in federal payments to
director since 2017. He also started       
         
Oklahomans in response to the
his new job Thursday.
pandemic, along with the timing of
The OSU/A&M Board of Regents     ¤    
       
income tax payment deadlines, he
approved Shrum’s appointment in
      
said.
April.
    
McDaniel said collections from oil
Shrum also is a former state
       
and gas production taxes quadrupled secretary of science and innovation
from June 2020, when payments sank in Gov. Kevin Stitt’s cabinet and was       
to a record low because of depressed
part of Stitt’s COIVD-19 task force.          
oil prices.
Shrum succeeds Burns Hargis, who       ¥   
   ¦    
retired after 13 years as president.
       
        
ASSOCIATED PRESS
      
  ¢   
        
        
CORONAVIRUS: IN OUR SCHOOLS
        
  
U.S. Sen. Jim Inhofe’s office announced Wednesday that he requested $4 million in federal funds to help
combat illegal Oklahoma marijuana
growing operations.
Inhofe’s chief of staff, Luke Holland, announced the request during
an Oklahoma Sheriffs Association
meeting.
Holland said Inhofe requested a
direct appropriation through the
U.S. Justice Department to allow the
Oklahoma Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs to establish a unit
to combat “transnational and national drug organizations.” The unit
would work with sheriffs to combat
illegal drug operations.
Medical marijuana is a booming
business in Oklahoma, where voters
in 2018 approved one of the nation’s
most liberal medical programs. As
a result, out-of-state weed entrepreneurs have flocked to the state to get
involved.
But sheriffs and other law enforcement groups, which opposed
the state question in 2018, say illegal
marijuana grow operations are
setting up in rural parts of Oklahoma and funneling cannabis into the
illegal drug trade in Oklahoma and
other states.

The superintendent of Shawnee
Public Schools announced Tuesday
she plans to seek the Republican
nomination for Oklahoma state
superintendent in 2022.
April Grace is a longtime educator who has been superintendent in
Shawnee since 2016. In a press release
announcing her candidacy, Grace
said she already has raised more than
$100,000.
Current Republican Superintendent Joy Hofmeister can’t run for the
seat again because of term limits.
Also running for the seat is Republican John Cox, the superintendent
of Peggs Public Schools in northeast
Oklahoma. Cox ran previously as a
Democrat against Hofmeister in 2014
and 2018 but has since switched his
registration to Republican.

Shrum starts post as
Collections to
Oklahoma treasury OSU’s president
reach record highs

Public Radio Tulsa
Members of the Tulsa Public
Schools Board want to discuss
plans to deal with the more-transmissible Delta variant of the
coronavirus.
The fall semester begins in six
weeks, and cases of COVID-19
have been rising in Tulsa County
the past three after falling to a
12-month low. The Delta variant is
present in northeast Oklahoma.
“I have received numerous calls,
and I look forward to our having
a discussion surrounding the new
Delta variant. We have families
that are trying to figure out what
they’re going to do for school,”
said board member Jennettie
Marshall.
Fellow board member Judith
Barba Pérez is having the same
experience.
“I’ve been having that conversation with members of the community, too, and yeah. I think we
need to have a ... deeper conversation about it,” Barba Pérez said.
Board President Stacey Woolley
said vaccination rates are currently too low.
“It’s of critical importance for
our schools to remain open and
for our kids to actually be physically present consistently for
everyone who is eligible and able
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to be vaccinated to do so,” Woolley        
          
said.
                   
       
Woolley said her daughter will
 
       
get her first shot this month on
¢      
her 12th birthday. Superintendent  ¤        
        

        
Dr. Deborah Gist joined Woolley
§       
         
in urging people to get vaccinated.
        
         ¢
“All of us can contribute to
       
       
making sure that we don’t see
          
       
more dangerous versions of this,”
    
       
Gist said.
 ¨      ¬       
Gist said she remains in contact      
      
with the Tulsa Health Department      
         
       
about COVID-19 response.
           
       
 ¢ ¤    

Tulsa Public Schools’
board want to revisit
COVID response plan
as delta variant rises

By Matt Trotter

Katy Knight, manager of behavioral health & social services at Variety Care in Oklahoma City, reads from
a pamphlet about Medicaid, or SoonerCare as it’s called in Oklahoma. Knight said clients often need
help applying for Medicaid, which is why the clinic expanded its staff to assist with expansion across the
state. WHITNEY BRYEN / OKLAHOMA WATCH
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Brenda Wilson is a verified Medicaid application counselor at Variety Care clinic. She helps clients in Anadarko, El Reno and Oklahoma City fill out the online
application. Wilson said clients are often confused by the wording when trying to fill it out themselves and give up, which is why the clinic has counselors to
help. WHITNEY BRYEN / OKLAHOMA WATCH
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From Page 1
“Nab Negro for Attacking Girl
in an elevator” was the headline
about the occurrence in the Tulsa Tribune. And with that, a white
mob, using the incident as a pretext, launched two days of violence that destroyed Greenwood.
Immediately after those deadly
days in 1921, Page mysteriously
vanished. For a century, she has
been the subject of sparse news
reports and often bizarre, conspiratorial speculations.
Now she has re-surfaced thanks
to Randy Hopkins, a West Coastbased history researcher, unearthed these and other details
about Page and published them
in an expose published this week
by the Center For Public Secrets,
a Tulsa-based non-profit dedicated to telling the hidden stories of
Tulsa.
His research offers a revealing
and well-documented picture
of Page’s life before and after the
massacre. When she worked at
the Drexel, Page was 21, divorced
once and days away from a divorce
in a second marriage. In Septem-

DICK ROWLAND

ber 1921, she married a third time
-- to 35-year-old Fred Voorhies,
in Claremore. Sarah Page became
Sarah Voorhies.
By 1924, the Voorhies had
moved to California. There they
had at least one daughter, Sue
Elizabeth Voorhies, and grandchildren. Page died in 1967. In
interviews, the grandchildren
reported no knowledge of their
grandmother’s notoriety in Tulsa.
Hopkins’s article, “The Notorious Sarah Page,” cites detailed
records and other references that
Hopkins used in his reporting. It
also includes a photograph of the
Beaver family when Sarah was a
young girl.
Page “was lying in plain sight,
just having changed her name
through a sequence of events,” said
Michael Mason, a well-known
Tulsa writer and board member
of the Center for Public Secrets.
Mason held a news conference
Thursday to release Hopkins’ explosive article.
For years news outlets have reported only sketchy details – and
wild speculation – about Page.
Most articles about the elevator
incident list her age as 17. Other
dispatches have floated unsubstantiated tales that she and Roland knew one another and may
have been romantically involved.
Some have even suggested that
Roland was a pimp known as Diamond Dick.
But for the past century, Page
has been a mystery woman. “Up
until now, rumors have abounded
about her,” Mason said. “Now, we
can put most of them to rest.”
According to Hopkins’ reporting, Page was born Sarah Beaver
in Arkansas in July 1899. In 1918
she married Robert Fisk. By January 1920, the couple had divorced.

Sarah Beaver (third from left) would eventually become Sarah Page, a central figure in the Tulsa Race Massacre of 1921. IMAGE COURTESY OF JUANITA RUEBKE
SPITZENBERGER.

In February 1920, she married
Raymond Page. They moved to
Tulsa in early 1921. Soon after
that, Page testified in a deposition that she no longer wished to
be married to Page. Their divorce
was granted on June 4, 1921.
While investigating Page’s story, Hopkins came across Fred
Voorhies’ name. At the time of the
elevator incident, he had worked
as a superintendent in the bank
next door to the Drexel building.
He had submitted testimony in
the hearing about Roland’s case in
September 1921. The contents of
his statement are unknown. Earlier that month, he and the recently
divorced Page were married. By

late September, the case against
Roland was dropped.
“Any remote possibility that
Sarah Page and Dick Roland were
an “item” before Memorial Day,
evaporated completely afterward,”
Hopkins said in the article.
Hopkins feels that his documents in his reporting bring a
new and vital perspective to the
events that led up to the 1921
massacre. They “throw a different
light on what transpired inside the
Drexel elevator,” he said in the article. “The elevator becomes less
fraught with images of prostitution or a romance on the rocks.
The image of Diamond Dick the
pimp also begins to fade.”

“In their stead,” he added, “the
impact of Dick Roland’s power-forward sized foot coming
down hard on Sarah’s foot after
an accidental trip and fall comes
to the fore, with pain and anger in
its wake. That was Roland’s explanation.”
ONLINE
>>“The Notorious Sarah Page,” and “The
Freeing of Dick Roland” are now posted on
centerforpublicsecrets.org. The former traces
the tribulations and eventual freeing of Dick
Roland, and the latter identifies the real
woman ‘on the elevator’ and tells her story.

EXPLAINER

Haiti’s future uncertain after brazen slaying of president
By Evens Sanon
and Dánica Coto
Associated Press
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — An
already struggling and chaotic
Haiti stumbled into an uncertain
future Thursday after the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse,
followed by a gunfight in which
authorities said police killed seven
suspects, detained six others and
freed three officers being held
hostage.
Officials pledged to find all those
responsible for the pre-dawn raid
on Moïse’s home early Wednesday
in which the president was shot
to death and his wife, Martine,
critically wounded. She was flown
to Miami for treatment.
“The pursuit of the mercenaries
continues,” Léon Charles, director of Haiti’s National Police, said
Wednesday night in announcing
the arrest of suspects. “Their fate is
fixed: They will fall in the fighting
or will be arrested.”
On Thursday, Charles told Radio
Métropole that a total of six suspects had been arrested and seven
killed and that police were still
The Oklahoma Eagle
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looking for more.
Witnesses said two of the
suspects were discovered hiding
in bushes in Port-au-Prince on
Thursday by a crowd, some of
whom grabbed the men by their
shirts and pants, pushing them and
occasionally slapping them.
Police arrived shortly afterward
to arrest the men, who were sweating heavily and wearing clothes
that seemed to be smeared with
mud, an Associated Press journalist at the scene said. Officers placed
them in the back of a pickup truck
and drove away as the crowd ran
after them to the nearby police
station.
Once there, some in the crowd
chanted: “They killed the president! Give them to us. We’re going
to burn them!”
One man was overheard saying
that it was unacceptable for
foreigners to come to Haiti to kill
the country’s leader, referring to
reports from officials that the perpetrators spoke Spanish or English.
The crowd later set fire to several
abandoned cars riddled with bullet
holes that they believed belonged
to the suspects, who were white
men. The cars didn’t have license
plates, and inside one of them was
an empty box of bullets and some
water.
Officials did not provide any
details about the suspects, including their nationalities, nor did they
address a motive or say what led
police to them. They said only that
the attack condemned by Haiti’s
main opposition parties and the

international community was
carried out by “a highly trained
and heavily armed group.”
Prime Minister Claude Joseph
assumed leadership of Haiti with
the backing of police and the military, and decreed a two-week state
of siege following Moïse’s killing,
which stunned a nation grappling
with some of the Western Hemisphere’s highest poverty, violence
and political instability.
Inflation and gang violence
have spiraled upward as food and
fuel grew scarcer in a country
where 60% of Haitians earn less
than $2 a day. The increasingly
dire situation comes as Haiti is
still trying to recover from the
devastating 2010 earthquake and
Hurricane Matthew in 2016 following a history of dictatorship and
political upheaval.
“There is this void now, and they
are scared about what will happen
to their loved ones,” said Marlene
Bastien, executive director of Family Action Network Movement, a
group that helps people in Miami’s
Little Haiti community.
She said it was important for the
administration of U.S. President
Joe Biden to take a much more
active role in supporting attempts
at national dialogue in Haiti with
the aim of holding free, fair and
credible elections.
Bastien said she also wants to
see participation of the extensive
Haitian diaspora: “No more bandaids. The Haitian people have been
crying and suffering for too long.”
Haiti had grown increasingly un-
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Ambassador Bocchit Edmond stands with a phone in each hand after an interview with the Associated Press
in his office at the Embassy of Haiti in Washington, Wednesday, July 7, 2021, about the late Haitian President
Jovenel Moïse. An image of Moïse is hands on the wall behind. Moïse was assassinated in an attack on
his private residence early Wednesday, and first lady Martine Moïse was shot in the overnight attack and
hospitalized, according to a statement from the country’s interim prime minister. Carolyn Kaster / AP

Haiti’s President Jovenel Moise (left) and First Lady Martine Moise, in red, receive Spain’s Queen Letizia
Ortiz at the national Palace in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, May 23, 2018. Moïse was assassinated after a group
of unidentified people attacked his private residence, the country’s interim prime minister said in a
statement Wednesday. Moïse’s wife, First Lady Martine Moïse, is hospitalized, interim Premier Claude
Joseph said. DIEU NALIO CHERY / AP
stable under Moïse, who had been
with one eye open and one eye
ruling by decree for more than a
closed,” he said. “If the head of
year and faced violent protests as
state is not protected, I don’t have
critics accused him of trying to
any protection whatsoever.”
amass more power while the oppoDestin said Haiti has always
sition demanded he step down.
been a complicated country and
According to Haiti’s constitution, that he wasn’t sure what the upMoïse should be replaced by the
coming days would bring. “Haiti
president of Haiti’s Supreme Court, doesn’t know what direction it’s
but the chief justice died in recent
heading in right now,” he said. “To
days from COVID-19, leaving
be honest, I don’t know what the
open the question of who might
solution is. There’s always been a
rightfully succeed to the office.
fight for power.”
Joseph, meanwhile, was supGunfire rang out intermitposed to be replaced by Ariel Hen- tently across the city hours after
ry, a neurosurgeon who had been
the killing, a grim reminder of
named prime minister by Moïse a
the growing power of gangs that
day before the assassination.
displaced more than 14,700 people
Henry told the AP in a brief
last month alone as they torched
interview that he is the prime
and ransacked homes in a fight
minister, calling it an exceptional
over territory.
and confusing situation. In another
Robert Fatton, a Haitian politics
interview with Radio Zenith, he
expert at the University of Virginia,
said he had no dispute with Joseph. said gangs were a force to contend
“I only disagree with the fact that
with and it isn’t certain Haiti’s
people have taken hasty decisions
security forces can enforce a state
... when the moment demands a
of siege.
little more serenity and maturity,”
“It’s a really explosive situation,”
he said.
he said, adding that foreign interMoïse had faced large protests
vention with a U.N.-type military
in recent months that turned
presence is a possibility. “Whether
violent as opposition leaders and
Claude Joseph manages to stay in
their supporters rejected his plans
power is a huge question. It will be
to hold a constitutional referenvery difficult to do so if he doesn’t
dum with proposals that would
create a government of national
strengthen the presidency.
unity.”
On Thursday, public transportaJoseph told the AP that he suption and street vendors remained
ports an international investigation
scarce, an unusual sight for the
into the assassination and believes
normally bustling streets of Portelections scheduled for later this
au-Prince.
year should be held, as he promMarco Destin, 39, was walking
ised to work with Moïse’s allies and
to see his family since no buses,
opponents alike.
known as tap-taps, were available.
“Everything is under control,”
He was carrying a loaf of bread
he said.
for them because they had not left
their house since the president’s
killing out of fear for their lives.
“Every one at home is sleeping
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Superintendents: Counselor corps doesn’t
address rural schools’ needs
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officials call mental health deserts,
By Whitney Bryen
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grant, despite
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your
heightened
mental
health
challengWhen Pam Matthews became
contractors who did not attend
in youras one mental health provider per
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brought
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by
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County
a teacher in 1981, it was rare for
the Pre-Bid Conference.
County150,000 people.  
“We
need
a
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on
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needing needing
even one of her students in SouthBids will be accepted by the City east Oklahoma to have divorced
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Clerk from the holder of valid prethings like when a parent dies or
parents.
Now,
kids
who
haven’t
school counselor
qualification certificates from the
$said. “But
00*
loses
a
job,
”
Matthews
experienced
the
emotional
toll
of
City of Tulsa in one or more of the
$
00*
that’s just not an easy thing to do
Equipment Auction
exception.
While licensed counselors are in
following classifications: A, B, or S divorce are theFarm
COMPLETELY INSTALLED
in smaller districts like ours with
COMPLETELY
Three years ago,
Matthews
short INSTALLED
supply, there is an abundance
Online
Only
Drawings,
specifications became the superintendent at Lane limited resources.”
of
certified
school counselors,
Bid Now End Friday, July 9
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have
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405-630-9889
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Oklahoma has more than 700
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be obtained at the Office of the
After working in education for
More than 75% of Oklahoma’s
certified school counselors currentDirector of Engineering Services
ly working as teachers, according
for the City of Tulsa, 2317 South nearly four decades, Matthews said school districts have fewer than
students’
mental
health
is
at
an
1,000
students,
according
to
state
to unpublished research conducted
Jackson, Room 103, North
enrollment data. And while they
by the Oklahoma Educator Supply
Building, for a non-refundable fee all-time low. She said they struggle
in the amount of $50.00 made to cope with family stress, which
were all eligible, only one-third
and Demand Network state educapayable to the City of Tulsa by increased during the pandemic as
of those districts applied for the
tion officials said.
check or money order.
unemployment spiked and physical grants. More than half of the state’s
State Superintendent of Public
and
mental
health
declined.
In
larger
districts
applied
for
and
reInstruction
Joy Hofmeister said
Contract
requirements
shall
ceived funding. (See sortable table
over the past decade these couninclude compliance as required rural areas like Lane, it is difficult
by law pertaining to the practice of to find help.
below)
selors were asked to move into
non-discrimination in employment.
A new state initiative aims to
Tulsa Public Schools will also
the classroom amid Oklahoma’s
increase
support
for
struggling
add
12
counselors,
including
six
teacher shortage. Now, the state will
The overall aspirational Small
students.
But
administrators
from
focused
on
college
and
careers
again look to these counselors to
Business Enterprise utilization goal
and six mental health specialists
meet student needs.
for this project is ten (10) percent. some of Oklahoma’s small, rural
Attention is called in Resolution districts said the effort doesn’t adstarting this fall. Edmond Public
“As we are seeing more teachers
No. 18145 of August 23, 1988, dress their community’s needs.
Schools will add five elementary
coming into schools, then we are
requiring bidders to commit to
District officials said even if they
school counselors and three high
able to replace them with another
the goal of employing on the
received
the
funding,
a
shortage
of
school
counselors.
teacher and pull that licensed proproject at least fifty percent bona
Epic Charter Schools, which is
fessional counselor or our credenfide residents of the City of Tulsa mental health professionals in rural
and/or MSA in each employment parts of the state would make it
among the state’s largest districts
tialed school counselor back into
classification.
nearly impossible to find qualified
and one of the largest virtual charthe role,” Hofmeister said.  
Attention is called to Resolution 7
candidates.
ter
schools
in
the
nation,
did
not
Hofmeister said the grant pro404 of November 8, 2006, requiring
Of
the
state’s
529
school
disapply
for
the
grant.
tects
counselors from being used
bidders, their subcontractors and
Lowrey Superintendent Cris
as a “catchall in the administrative
their lower-tier subcontractors to tricts, 35% applied for the School
hire only citizens of the United Counselor Corps program, which
Wyse said his district, located 20
office.”
States.
beginning this school year provides miles northwest of Tahlequah,
School counselor duties often
half
of
the
salary
and
benefits
to
cannot
afford
to
pay
its
share
for
include
test proctoring, lunch or
The City of Tulsa itself is exempt
hire
new
school
counselors
or
lieven
one
school
counselor
despite
recess
duty,
data entry and other
from the payment of any sales
receiving $715,000 from a federal
tasks that do not require counselor use taxes, and pursuant to censed mental health professionals
Title 68 O.S. Section 1356(10), for three years. Districts are respon- emergency relief program. He
ing credentials. The grant refers
direct vendors to the City are sible for the remaining costs.  
also said the application’s twodistricts to American School Counalso exempt from those taxes. A
Every
district
that
applied
was
week
turnaround
didn’t
leave
selor Association guidelines for apbidder may exclude from his bid
awarded
the
full
amount
they
enough
time
for
staff
to
prepare
propriate and inappropriate duties,
appropriate sales taxes, which he
the required information, which
and mandates that the counselors
will not have to pay while acting for requested, said Annette Price, a
and on behalf of the City of Tulsa. spokeswoman for the State Depart- included student demographic
work “only in roles that reflect their
ment of Education.
information, a budget breakdown,
professional expertise.”
A Certified or Cashier’s Check or
Nearly
$35.7
million
in
feda
description
of
the
new
positions
Oklahoma City Public Schools,
Bidder’s Surety Bond, in the sum
eral
pandemic
relief
funds
were
and
how
they
would
be
evaluated.
the
state’s largest urban district, will
of 5% of the amount of the bid will
State education officials said the
add 12 new mental health profesbe required from each bidder to be awarded to 193 districts, including
retained as liquidated damages six charter schools and a cooperquick turnaround was necessary
sionals and a coordinator through
in the event the successful ative of 13 smaller districts in and
to give districts that received the
the grant.
bidder fails, neglects or refuses
around
Osage
County
that
applied
grants
enough
time
to
post
the
Since 2019, the district of more
to enter into said contract for
for
a
shared
grant.
More
than
300
positions,
interview
candidates
and
than
30,000 students has been
the construction of said public
train new staff for the upcoming
ramping up its team of counselors
improvements for said project and new school counselors, social
furnish the necessary bonds within workers, licensed mental health
school year.
and mental health providers in an
thirty days from and after the date professionals and recreational
Matthews and Shady Grove Sueffort to boost students’ academic
the award is made.
therapists were funded through the perintendent Emmett Thompson
success by helping them cope with
initiative,
which
was
announced
echoed
Wyse’s
concerns
and
added
stress at home that often creates
The bidder to whom a contract is
that access to qualified candidates
distractions in the classroom. The
awarded will be required to furnish days after an Oklahoma Watch inpublic liability and workmen’s vestigation found that schools are
provides another challenge for
district added counselors, worked
compensation
insurance; often the only resource for rural
rural districts.
closely with social workers to get
Performance,
Statutory,
and
students
in
crises.
Peggs
Superintendent
John
Cox
resources to parents in need of
Maintenance bonds acceptable
These
new
positions
will
imdid
apply
and
received
funding
for
food or other assistance and hired a
to the City of Tulsa, in conformity
director of mental health to coordiwith the requirements of the prove Oklahoma’s counselor-to-stu- a new licensed professional counproposed contract documents. dent ratio. Students at schools with
selor for his 200-student district.
nate the effort.
The Performance, Statutory, and the American School Counselor
He personally filled out the applicaNow, the district has at least
Maintenance bonds shall be for
Association’s
recommendation
of
tion
and
plans
to
move
a
part-time
one
counselor at every school,
one hundred percent (100%) of
one
counselor
per
250
students
teacher,
who
is
already
licensed,
which
was a goal of the Pathway
the contract price.
tend to miss less school and have
into a full-time counseling position to Greatness Plan to boost student
All bids will be opened and higher test scores, according to renext school year.
wellbeing.
considered by the Bid Committee search. Oklahoma currently has an
Cox is president of the OrganizaDeputy Superintendent Jason
of said City at a meeting of said
average
of
one
counselor
per
411
tion
of
Rural
Elementary
Schools,
Brown
said the district cut costs
Committee to be held in the City
students.
a
coalition
that
represents
more
elsewhere,
like reducing profesCouncil Room of City Hall in said
The U.S. Department of Educathan 100 schools statewide. He said sional development, to fund the
City at 9:00 a.m. on the 20th day
of August 2021
tion touted Oklahoma’s Counselor
many rural schools can’t afford to
efforts.
Corps initiative in an announcetake a teacher out of the classroom.
“Those things are still importDated at Tulsa, Oklahoma, this 9th
ment
last
month
praising
the
use
It’s
difficult
to
attract
licensed
ant,
” Brown said. “But they were
day of July 2021
of funds for mental health support.
counselors to schools when they
less important than mental health.”
Secretary of Education Miguel
can make more money in private
(SEAL)
Christina Chappell
Cardona highlighted the program
practice, he said.
‘These kids need someone they
City Clerk
on Twitter as one of six “amazing
“If I was in a different situation
can trust’
examples” of states addressing
where I didn’t have access to a
student needs.
counselor... it would almost feel like
On a Wednesday morning in a
The grant, however, leaves rural
it would be a waste of time to write
classroom on the second floor of
districts at a disadvantage, accordthe application because I wouldn’t
Cesar Chavez Elementary School,
ing to Matthews and her eastern
be able to find somebody if I was
Quanetta Broom reads to a small
Oklahoma counterparts in Peggs,
awarded,” Cox said.
group of second graders during
Lowery and Shady Grove.
This concern is heightened for
summer school.
None of those districts had a
districts in what state education
Broom raises and lowers her
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voice emphatically as she paces
around the room holding up the
book to show off pictures of a
bucket. The bucket, she explains, is
for positive emotions. She compliments a student’s drawing and explains how that helps fill up both of
their buckets. She smiles under her
blue mask and then giggles with the
students as she realizes they can’t
see the smile.
“We can smile with our eyes,” she
tells them. “That fills up the bucket,
too.”
Saying something mean to
another student or experiencing
something sad at home can empty
the bucket, too.
Broom has been a school counselor for six years. When she started
with the district, she worked at two
schools. She spent one day a week
at Oakridge Elementary, which
made it difficult to build relationships and trust with students. On
the other four days, she was the
only counselor at Cesar Chavez so
she was constantly responding to
kids in crisis.
“I was having to turn away kids,
especially those friends that would
come by a lot,” Broom said. “I was
reacting instead of being proactive
because that’s all I could do to keep
up.”
Now, Broom is one of two fulltime counselors at Cesar Chavez.
She spends time in classrooms
teaching second graders about their
feelings and helping fourth graders
learn coping techniques.
And she makes time for her
“friends,” students who frequently
show up to her colorful office to
talk.
“I have a friend who comes by
pretty much every morning around
this time,” she said looking at her
clock as 9 a.m. approached. “These
kids need someone to talk to,
someone they can trust and those
positive relationships, they can
change everything.”

$35 million in mental health
grants help
The Oklahoma State Department
of Education awarded $35.7 million
in federal pandemic relief funds to
school districts across the state to
increase the number of counselors
and mental health professionals in
schools. School Counselor Corps
grants were awarded to 193 districts, including six charter schools
and a cooperative of 13 smaller districts in and around Osage County
that applied together.
The grants will support more
than 300 new school counselors,
social workers, licensed mental
health professionals and recreational therapists. The funds will
be spread out over three years
beginning in the fall and require
matching funds from the districts.
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The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled in a broader case over Arizona voting regulations, upholding a prohibition on counting ballots cast
in the wrong precinct and returning early ballots for another person. AP

R

Conservative assault on
voting shows no sign of
slowing down

epublicans know one thing: their political agenda has little chance of winning
any future national elections, and the party is
shrinking in states once considered safe. They
could broaden their appeal and actually become the “big tent” they used to espouse in
the era of one-term President Donald Trump.
That is not going to happen.
Fear of reprisals from the vengeful twice
impeached ex-president or truly agreeing
with his racist and cruel policies has left the
Grand Old Party with one strategy; to keep
the rest of the electorate from voting. Democrats, still giddy over wrestling away power
from republicans, are trying to undo republican attempts to stunt voting patterns by nationalizing election standards. Mixed results
are coming from those two agendas with the
democrats on the losing end of several battles
lately.
Key among them was the United States
Supreme Court that upheld two of Arizona’s
election laws that the Democrats called a violation of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This
is a tough loss that meant the democrats lost
the war on voting rights. The Supreme Court
already weakened the Voting Rights Act by
previous decisions going back to 2013. The
act is now just a shell of a once powerful civil
rights era law. Part of the problem is that time
has changed, and the conditions that existed
before have been altered by some measure of
progress. In the era of crude Jim Crow laws
to prevent among other rights voting, life is
not quite the same. In a way republicans are
using progress however small to tear down
protections.
One part of the Arizona law prohibits out
of precinct voting. In the spirit of allowing everyone every opportunity to vote, some states
allowed out of precinct voting. Republicans,
without evidence, said this cost them several elections and with defeated Trump drumming the same tune it became a disputed law.
Arizona republicans lost on appeal only to
win in front of three Trump-era high court
appointees. Their point is that asking voters to
vote in their own precinct was not overtly racist. Truth, in fact, people of color were more
likely to cast their ballot this way. It accounted
for about 1% of the overall vote. The Democrats can either complain about Trump and

conservatives, or they can make sure their
voters vote in the correct precincts.
Perhaps more controversial is the ban on
ballot harvesting. Essentially, it is when anyone, including a partisan campaign worker,
can pick up ballots and deliver them to the
voting station. Again, this practice was to
encourage voting and assist those unable because of age, lack of vehicles, health, or funds
to get to the voting station. Trump accused
without any evidence that the harvesters were
filling out the ballots instead of the voters.
This is not completely supported by all democrats. The same freedom to bring in ballots
could be performed by republicans as well
as well as create a lack of trust in its content.
While ease of voting is something we should
all thrive for, it is now a case of hypervigilance in the case of ballot security. The times
changed, and we better change with them.
A United States Senate bill to correct and
strengthen the Voting Rights Act has little
chance of passing. Of course, our U.S. Senators James Lankford and Jim Inhofe are dead
set against it along with every republican senator. Accordingly, the more people vote and
with ease, the less republicans there will be.
A more narrowly written bill in the House,
named after the late U.S. Rep. John Lewis, has
little chance to pass because of the need of a
super majority in the Senate to pass. The senate is set at 50-50.
Democrats wanted to protect voting rights
and may have weakened it by the loss at the
Supreme Court, because this weakens the
section that prevents discrimination based
on race, creed and religion. The court says
that is the exclusive purview of the states. But
at what price to voting rights? The Supreme
Court assumes the states act in the best interests of all their citizens. Like Oklahoma does.
That was a poor attempt at comedy.
While the decision will only affect a few
voters, most of them will be people of color
and the poor. More importantly, it says state
law is paramount over the rights of those less
fortunate.
In the meantime, voting efforts will be
made to make sure to get out the vote under
the current parameters will need to come
with intense energy. That will be paid with the
cost of a renewed effort.

The trouble with power is it sometimes
lands in the wrong hands and worse is the
belief it is absolute. ESPN and Fox News,
two companies with poor records on race
relations, are in the news for racially charged
comments by powerful commentators.
Rachel Nichols at ESPN was caught on
a hot mic revealing her feelings about an
African American colleague. Maria Taylor, who won a plum assignment covering
the NBA playoffs over her. Nichols’ claim:
Taylor’s promotion was because ESPN was
“feeling pressure about (its) crappy longtime
record on diversity.” She has since apologized
to Taylor for her observations, and ESPN has
removed her as an NBA sideline reporter. On
balance it was not overtly racist, but a claim
Taylor won because of her color is indeed
racist. Nichols did not disparage Taylor’s talent or say anything ugly. Nichols and her onair panelists, who are Black and former NBA
players, backed her apology. But this saga is
far from over. And the National Association
of Black Journalists has rightly demanded
meeting with ESPN’s corporate owners, The
Walt Disney Company. Let’s hope there is
substantial changes afoot and not another

foot in the mouth.
Perhaps an uglier example of racism on
television was found on Fox TV as the network challenged the premise that America
has a racist past and that no one should be
less than patriotic during July 4th weekend.
A tweet by Missouri Congresswoman Cori
Bush set off a lot of republicans after she said
America was stolen from Native Americans
and that African Americans are not free.
Controversial Fox pugilist Jesse Watters
said America was not stolen, it was “won on
the battlefield.” Fellow panelist Geraldo Rivera asked what about Native Americans who
lost 90% of their pre-colonial population.
Watters shot back, “What about them?” He
said also the Blacks are free in this country.
In May, former Pennsylvania senator
Rick Santorum lost his job at CNN over
his anti-Native American remarks, saying:
“We birthed a nation from nothing. I mean,
there was nothing here. I mean, yes, we have
Native Americans, but candidly, there isn’t
much Native American culture in American
culture.”
Time for a repeat it seems. Insert foot.

Trouble on the networks over race
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Expanding the Child
Tax Credit
Persistent poverty is a scourge on our nation. The COVID-19 pandemic exposed
the struggle those living in poverty face every day, and their plight was exacerbated by
the economic impacts of the virus.
It has been my mission since coming to
Congress to do everything I can to address
persistent poverty. Those efforts often feel
a little like the Greek myth of Sisyphus,
who kept rolling the rock up the mountain
only to have it roll back down when he approached the top.
This month, we are again making progress on one significant front in the fight
against poverty. American families will
begin receiving monthly Child Tax Credit
checks on July 15; thanks to an expansion
of the popular program in the American
Rescue Plan (ARP), that was signed into
law by President Biden in March with only
Democratic support. The Center for Poverty and Social Policy at Columbia University
projects that this provision will cut the child
poverty rate in half this year.
Previously the Child Tax Credit was
capped at $2,000 and not fully available to
the lowest-income families. Thanks to the
ARP, the full amount of the expanded credit—now available for all households filing
jointly with incomes up to $150,000 and single parents with incomes up to $112,500—is
$3,600 for every child under 6 years old and
$3,000 for every child ages 6-17. Starting
July 15 and continuing through the end of
the year, these households will receive $300
for every child or $250 every month for
each child in those respective age ranges.
The remainder of the credit can be claimed
when filing 2021 tax returns early next year.
Families who filed tax returns for 2019 or
2020, or who filled out the IRS Non-filers
tool last year to receive an Economic Impact
Payment, will get this tax relief automatically. Families who neither filed a tax return
for 2019 or 2020 nor used the IRS Non-Filers tool should go online and use the IRS
Child Tax Credit Non-filer Sign-up Tool to
sign up today.
Eligible families who get their refunds
from the IRS through direct deposit will see
these payments in their bank account; those
who don’t use direct deposit will receive
their payments by mail.
The challenge we face with this life-changing benefit is that it is set to expire after one
year. It was a temporary fix to immediately
address the economic impacts of the pan-

demic. We know,
however, that persistent poverty existed well before
Covid-19, and it
will continue well
beyond the recovery if we don’t take
permanent action.
To keep this
huge rock from
Roger Caldwell
falling back down
Eagle Guest
the mountain and
plunge millions of
Columnist
American children
back into poverty, Congress must make the
expanded Child Tax Credit permanent. Doing so would be a dramatic, positive change
in the life of American families and a real
solution to addressing persistent poverty.
Unfortunately, just as Republicans opposed the American Rescue Plan, they also
oppose extending this key provision. They
don’t seem to understand that stronger families produce a stronger, more productive
nation. Whether or not they are persuaded to join the effort to address persistent
poverty and strengthen American families,
Democrats are working hard to make the
expansion of the Child Tax Credit permanent.
Now is the time to break out of this Sisyphean struggle and sustain and build on
the progress we have made lifting a significant number of families out of poverty. The
public supports these efforts.
In addition to the expanded Child Tax
Credit, we must permanently extend other
economic lifelines in the American Rescue Plan like the expanded Earned Income
Tax Credit, Child and Dependent Care Tax
Credit, and nutrition assistance for children.
We must also provide the benefits of the
Affordable Care Act’s Medicaid expansion
to those in the 12 states, including my home
state of South Carolina, that have refused to
participate. Democrats won’t stop moving
this boulder until we reach the top—and
stay there.

With the death of George Floyd and the
indictment of racist police officers, America
is forced to examine its system of trust, and
integrity.
It is very easy to indict the entire police
force, and write everyone off as racist police, but the chief in Minneapolis is a Black
man. Not only is the chief Black, but him
and four other Black Minneapolis’ policemen sued the Department of Police for racism in 2007.
This may appear not to make any sense,
but my father always told me, Blacks must
fight a racist society from the inside, and
from the outside. The system in Minneapolis was definitely broken from the inside,
and to change something from the inside, it
helps to be a member.

tality in the streets.
Derek Chauvin
had 18 complaints
against him prior to the incident
with George Floyd.
The question must
be asked if he was
a good policeman
Roger Caldwell
or should he have
Eagle Guest
been fired a long
Columnist
time ago.
In 2021, the organization, and the slogan “Black Lives
Matter,” had taken over the country and the
world. This organization is bringing Blacks
together with people of color, progressive
Whites, and people of all ages.
Liberation is a complicated subject, but
Black Lives Matter’s mission is to eradicate
White supremacy in all its forms.
Black Lives Matter was started in 2013, after the acquittal of Travon Martin’s murder,
since then the organization has grown to be
national and global.
The old/new civil rights organizations,
such as the NAACP, Urban League, Black
Churches, Color of Change, My Brother’s
Keeper, Black Universities, Black Athletes,
and another 35 organizations are collaborating and creating a unified base.

Congressman James E. Clyburn (D-SC) is
the House Majority Whip.

Is White privilege and
racism creating Black
power and unity?

Working inside, out
The more people on the inside that are
educated, and understand the workings of
the system, the more people the Black community have in their corner and can depend
on.
Many White people are privileged to be
born White, and from the start of their
life, they have advantages. They live in the
same communities, they belong to the same
country club, they go to the same schools,
and churches.
Some know they are racists based on the
laws they are making, but the majority are
busy being White, in their White communities, in their White schools, White churches, and White businesses.
The George Floyd’s trial is an indictment on America. Floyd’s death challenged
Americans to address racism in its most
fundamental form, the police.
On a daily basis, Black men are guilty before a trial, and they are killed for a broken
taillight, or walking down the street.
When Minneapolis Police Chief Medaria
Arradondo filed a civil suit in 2007 with four
other Black officers, the system was broken,
and the majority of the White officers were
engaged in serious misconduct.

A national concern
There is something wrong, when the
people who take an oath to protect the law
break the law.
This breaking the law by policeman in
Minneapolis not only occurs there, but also
across the country. There is a warrior mentality by the police in almost every Black
community, and excessive force is the men-

Beyond the slogan
Black people in America are sick and
tired of not being acknowledged as rightful
citizen of America and the world.
“We are working for a world where Black
lives are no longer systematically targeted
for demise. We affirm our humanity, our
contributions to this society, and resilience
in the face of deadly oppression,” said Black
Lives Matter.
Black power and unity are no longer
just slogans, but it is a systematic program
where Blacks are working every day to
change their community, their state, America, and the world.
Blacks are creating a movement, based on
change, and there is now unity, and Black
power is on the agenda. People of color are
members, White People are members, and
anyone who believes in eradicating White
supremacy and racism is allowed to be a
member.
Roger Caldwell, a community activist, author, journalist, radio host and CEO of On
Point Media Group, lives in Orlando. Contact
him at jet38@bellsouth.net.
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THINKING OUT LOUD

A Compounded Loss: COVID-19 took our spiritual leader and friend!
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ARKANSAS

Sharpton, civil rights activists eulogize
white Arkansas teen shot by deputy
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OBITUARY NOTICE

Green, Barbara Ann

Rev. Al Sharpton, left, and attorney Benjamin Crump, right, escort Rebecca Payne to view her grandson’s casket during the funeral service for 17-year-old Hunter Brittain,
on July 6, 2021, at the Beebe High Schools Auditorium in Beebe, Ark. Brittain was shot by a Lonoke County Sheriff’s deputy during a traffic stop on June 23. TOMMY METTHE
/ THE ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE VIA AP

By Andrew Demillo
Associated Press
BEEBE, Ark. — The Rev. Al Sharpton and attorneys for George Floyd’s
family on Tuesday mourned a white
Arkansas teenager fatally shot by a
sheriff ’s deputy, as they urged support across racial lines for efforts to
reform police practices.
Sharpton eulogized 17-year-old
Hunter Brittain, who was shot and
killed by a white Lonoke County
sheriff ’s deputy, Sgt. Michael Davis,
during a traffic stop June 23 near
Cabot, about 30 miles (50 kilometers) northeast of Little Rock.
The killing in the predominantly
white community has drawn the attention of national civil rights activists such as Sharpton, who said concerns about police tactics aren’t just
limited to the Black community.
“The issue of policing is not about
Black and white,” Sharpton told a
packed auditorium at Beebe High
School, where Brittain was a rising
senior. “It’s about right and wrong.”
Many attending the memorial
wore jeans and shirts that read “Justice for Hunter,” in a ceremony that
included Floyd family attorneys

Ben Crump and Devon Jacob. Both
are representing Brittain’s family.
Floyd died in May last year when
a white Minneapolis police officer
used his knee to pin the handcuffed
Black man’s neck to the ground. His
death sparked nationwide protests
over policing and racial inequality.
Crump and Jacob invoked other
people killed by police, including
Breonna Taylor, a Kentucky woman who was fatally shot during a
botched police raid. Crump led the
crowd in chanting, “Hunter Brittain’s life matters.”
“Because he is not here, we all
have to unite together and make
sure people all over America know
that we will get justice for Hunter
Brittain,” Crump said.
Lonoke County Sheriff John Staley last week fired Davis for not
turning on his body camera until
after he had shot Brittain. Staley
said the only footage police have is
from the aftermath. Arkansas State
Police are investigating Brittain’s
death. Davis is white.
Authorities have released few details about the shooting. Brittain’s
family has said the teenager was
unarmed and was holding a jug of
antifreeze when he was shot. Brit-

tain’s family and friends have held
protests nightly outside the Lonoke
County sheriff ’s office and have
complained about the lack of information released.
Family members have said Brittain had been working on his
truck’s transmission and had been
test driving it when he was pulled
over.
Staley on Monday said he welcomed those who want to peacefully protest, but that out-of-state
activists could risk “inflaming an
already difficult situation.”
“The people of this county are
good, decent people and they, like
me, want to see accountability and
transparency in this situation,” Staley wrote on the office’s Facebook
page.
The memorial included calls to
pass federal legislation in Floyd’s
name to overhaul police practices.
“Hopefully, Hunter and his untimely death will finish what Hunter’s brother — George Floyd — and
his death started,” Jacob said.
Jesse Brittain, Hunter’s uncle,
received a standing ovation when
he called for an end to qualified
immunity for police officers, a legal doctrine that frequently shields

Barbara Ann Green, Ph.D., passed away on July 3. She was a resident of Edmond,
Oklahoma. Her services are planned for 1 p.m., Saturday, July 10, at Greater Union
Baptist Church, 955 E. 36th St. N. She is survived by her sister, Carolyn Thompkins, and other family and friends.
them from civil lawsuits for things
they do in the course of their job.
“Your life had meaning, you’re
loved and your family will not stop
advocating until we have justice
for you, Hunter,” he said. “And also
justice for all of our other brothers
and sisters dying at the hands of law
enforcement hired to protect and
serve us around this country.”
As mourners filed into the high
school auditorium Tuesday morning, photos and video of Brittain
were displayed on a large screen
above his casket, which was decorated with blue and white ribbons,
the Chevrolet symbol and “Forever
Chevy 17.” Family members said
Brittain dreamed of becoming a
NASCAR driver after graduation.
“Hunter did nothing wrong, just
like we felt George Floyd did nothing wrong,” Sharpton told reporters before the memorial. “But if we
segregate how we react, then we’re
wrong.”
It was unclear what impact
Sharpton’s and the attorneys’ calls
for action would have in Lonoke
County, a rural county of 73,000
people that is 90% white.
Even before the memorial service, Brittain’s friends and family

were calling for change at the state
level with petitions urging the Legislature to require officers to wear
body cameras that would be turned
on as soon as their shift begins.
“I never thought anything like
this would happen until it hit so
close to home,” said Scott Hendrickson, whose son was close
friends with Brittain and who is .
“Once it happened to my son’s best
friend, I said it could happen to my
son so it was too close to home to
not do anything about it.”
Dozens of people gathered outside the sheriff ’s office after the
memorial service for a rally with
Brittain’s family, attorneys and the
NAACP
Melissia McMahan, who is the
Brittain family’s mail carrier and
knew the teen since he was a toddler, said she had thought about
the need for police reform before
Brittain’s death but hadn’t thought
it was something her own community would face.
“I never expected anything like
what happened, especially not just
a country boy working on his truck
and taking it for a test drive,” she
said.
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Hall of Famer and BTW grad Kenny Monday hired to
start wrestling program at elite prep school in Ohio

For The Oklahoma Eagle
GENEVA, Ohio – SPIRE Institute
and Academy, an elite athletic
boarding school in Ohio, recently
announced Olympic gold medalist
and Booker T. Washington graduate Kenny Monday as the coach for
their new wrestling program.
Constructed on over 500 acres
with 750,000 square feet under
roof, SPIRE is among the largest
multi-sport, training, education
and competition complexes in
North America. In addition to the
newly added wrestling program,
SPIRE currently features basketball, track and field, swimming,
esports and, more recently, lacrosse
to their core training and developmental sports offerings.
Monday is the athletic academy’s
latest addition to the world-renowned coaching teams at SPIRE.
“Kenny Monday is a legend in
the world of wrestling,” said Ted
Meekma, SPIRE’s co-managing
director. “There’s no one better
equipped to help us build a world
class, training and development
wrestling environment at SPIRE.
“I have no doubt that SPIRE’s
wrestling academy, as well as
the annual calendar of wrestling
camps, clinics, club and competitive events that we will operate,
will be second-to-none under the
expert tutelage of Coach Monday.”
A three-time Olympian, Monday

is also a member of the National
Wrestling Hall of Fame. In 2018, he
was the first African American to
be inducted into the United World
Wrestling Hall of Fame.
Monday grew up wrestling in
Tulsa, where he won four state
titles and the 1977 Junior National
Championships. His record from
7th - 12th grade was an astonishing 140-0-1. As an All-American
collegiate wrestler at Oklahoma
State, his record was 121-12-2,
where he also captured the NCAA
title in 1984.
Post-college, Monday won
Olympic gold in Seoul in 1988,
Olympic silver in Barcelona in
1992 and finished 6th in 1996 in
Atlanta. He also won multiple gold
and silver medals in World Cup,
World Championships and Pan
American events. After retiring
from competition, Monday became
a highly respected wrestling coach.
Most recently, he’s served as the
head coach of the University of
North Carolina Tar Heel Wrestling
Club since 2016.
Both his sons, Kennedy and
Quincy have had stellar prep and
collegiate wrestling careers in Texas
and North Carolina. Kenney won
two state titles in Texas and was
a three-time NCAA qualifier at
UNC. Quincy is a four-time state
champion, winning two titles each
in Texas and North Carolina. He

OLYMPICS

Sha’Carri Richardson:
Suspension agency faces
congressional investigation

Sha’Carri Richardson cannot run in the Olympic 100-meter race after testing positive for a
chemical found in marijuana. Richardson, who won the 100 at Olympic trials in 10.86 seconds on
June 19, told of her ban on the “Today Show.” SHA’CARRI RICHARDSON’S INSTAGRAM

By Anton Daceyah
NNPA / Rolling Out
Sha’Carri Richardson’s suspension from the 2020 Tokyo Olympic
games has shaken up the sports
world. Now, it seems that Congress
is also involved.
On July 2, Rep. Jaime Raskin
(D-MD), chairman of the House
Oversight Subcommittee on Civil
Rights and Civil Liberties, penned
a letter to the U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency regarding Richardson and
the agency’s decision to suspend
her from the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.
“This punishment, which is
not supported by any scientific evidence, may prevent Ms.
Richardson from competing in the
2021 Tokyo Olympics just after she
inspired the country with her performance in the Olympic Trials last
month,” Raskin says in the letter.
“We urge you to reconsider the
policies that led to this and other
suspensions for recreational marijuana use, and to reconsider Ms.
Richardson’s suspension. Please
strike a blow for civil liberties and
civil rights by reversing this course
you are on.”
In a press release on July 2, USADA CEO Travis T. Tygart reiterated
that “the rules are clear.”
“The rules are clear, but this
is heartbreaking on many levels; hopefully, her acceptance of
responsibility and apology will be
an important example to us all that
we can successfully overcome our

regrettable decisions, despite the
costly consequences of this one to
her.”
In a previous rolling out article, the website reported how the
very same committee handled the
situation differently regarding Michael Phelps when he was caught
smoking marijuana in 2009, prior
to the Beijing Olympics.
He was suspended for three
months, though U.S. Olympic
Committee’s Darryl Seibel said
that USOC officials were willing to
work with Phelps at the time and
make sure he didn’t make the same
mistake again.
Raskins’ letter was co-signed by
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (DNY). Via Twitter, she elaborates on
Richardson’s situation.
“We worked with [Rep. Raskin]
and the Subcommittee on Civil Rights and Civil Liberties to
formally ask [the U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency] to end Sha’Carri Richardson’s suspension,” Ocasio-Cortez
tweeted. “Their decision lacks any
scientific basis. It’s rooted solely
in the systemic racism that’s long
driven anti-marijuana laws.”
With a hashtag of #LetShaCarriRun, Cortez emphasizes that
“major league baseball, hockey and
football” have all removed former
marijuana penalties from their
policies. So, she and Raskin request
that the USADA follow suit.
USADA was expected to respond
by July 9.

Kenny Monday (left) and Coleman Scott (right) coach Tony Ramos (center) when he was a member of Team USA wrestling. TONY ROTUNDO / WRESTLERSAREWARRIORS.COM.

currently is an All-American wrestler at Princeton University.
Monday is married to Sabrina, a
national sales director with Mary
Kay, and they also have a daughter,
Sydnee, who is an associate editor
at Penguin Random House.
Monday said he is looking forward to his new position leading
the wrestling program at SPIRE.
“I’m extremely excited and grateful
for the opportunity to lead the new
wrestling program at SPIRE,” he
said.
“I’ve built my entire wrestling
career on the SPIRE principles

of strong mind, body and character. I’d like to thank Jonathan
Ehrenfeld, Ted Meekma and the
entire leadership team at SPIRE
for believing in me and the vision
of building a world class wrestling
program. As the director and head
coach of wrestling, I truly believe
the possibilities are limitless and I
can’t wait to get started.”
Wrestling makes perfect sense
for inclusion in SPIRE’s core sport
offerings. “Northeast Ohio is one of
the true hotbeds of wrestling in the
U.S., which makes SPIRE the ideal
location to add a comprehensive,

year-round wrestling program to
our existing complement of core
sports,” Meekma said.
While the official launch of
SPIRE’s formal Wrestling Academy
is in the fall of 2022, dedicated student athlete wrestlers are so excited
about Coach Monday’s presence
at SPIRE that some look ready to
join him in an Academy program
at SPIRE for the fall 2021 semester.
This will kick off a full calendar of
clinic, camp and event activity that
will commence in August 2021
and run through August 2022 and
beyond, SPIRE officials said.

BLACK HISTORY

Ida B. Wells honored with a
monument in Bronzeville

A monument honoring journalist Ida B. Wells was unveiled Wednesday in a special ceremony on the former site of the housing development that once bore her
name. Chicago Housing Authority’s Ida B. Wells Homes were demolished in 2011. PROVIDED
with her performance of the hymn
the Ida B. Wells monument.”
By Anton Daceyah
“Lift Every Voice & Sing.”
Preckwinkle said Chicago already
Bryan Stevenson, of the Equal Jus- have public parks named for white
NNPA / Rolling Out
tice Initiative, actress Tika Sumpter
men – like George Washington Park
CHICAGO – The Ida B. Wells
and Mariame Kaba, organizer &
and Andrew Jackson Park – who
Monument was unveiled Wednesauthor, paid virtual tributes and con- were also slaveowners. She called
day at 37th & Langley among a
gratulations on the historic moment. those troubling realities that were
crowd of spectators, public officials,
Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot,
“lifting up slaveholders? So, I’m very
Bronzeville, and former Ida B. Wells
Cook County Board President Toni
grateful to be part of a celebration
Home residents.
Preckwinkle, 4th Ward Alderwoman that lifts up a fighter for justice.”
The 20-foot-tall sculpture “Light
Sophia King, and journalist Nikole
The great-grandchildren of Ida
of Truth” was designed by Chicago
Hannah-Jones made remarks about
B. Wells, Dan and Michelle Duster,
artist and sculptor Richard Hunt.
the life and legacy of Ida B. Wells and were emotional about the overThe monument has three bronze
the lack of monuments and statues
whelmed turnout for the dedication
columns, with spirals, coils, Ida B.
honoring black women.
ceremony.
Wells biographical facts, and one of
“It’s important who we celebrate
“We are all here to celebrate her
her famous quotes, “The way to right and who we choose to celebrate. I
HERstoric moment,” Michelle Dustwrongs is to turn the light of truth
feel Ida B. Wells’ spirit here today,”
er said.
upon them.”
King said.
“Rosa Parks was the mother of the
The monument is the first in the
“We are all standing on her shoulCivil Rights Movement, Fannie Lou
city of Chicago to honor a Black
ders,” Lightfoot said. “The ground
Hamer, Sojourner Truth were the
woman.
that she walked on, the legacy, and
grandmothers, Ida B. Wells was the
The monument was commisthe history that she carved into this
great-grandmother, and it goes on
sioned by the Ida B. Wells Comcountry. We are the beneficiaries of
and on,” Dan Duster said. “To have
memorative Committee. Michelle
her life and legacy, and we dare not
a monument that can tell people
Duster, the great-granddaughter of
forget that.”
her story and not just her name is
Ida B. Wells, had to let the ceremony
Hannah-Jones, who founded the
powerful.”
sink in that after 13 years of support
Ida B. Wells Society for Investigative
Wells was born in Holly Springs,
from donors and hard work, the
Reporting, marked the occasion of
Mississippi, in 1862. Wells and two
monument has become a reality.
recognizing that her idol is among
of her siblings moved to Memphis,
“After working on this project
a vast number African Americans
Tennessee, after their parents died
for over a decade, the reality that
who helped shape America. “We
from the Yellow Fever Epidemic in
it is finished is still sinking in,” she
are about to unveil a monument to
1878.
said. “I realized the other day that
a black woman who actually did
Wells became part owner of the
if the project were a child, it would
believe in the ideas of this country,”
Memphis newspaper, Free Speech
be graduating from 8th grade now.
she said. “We create monuments
and Headlight, to denounce racial
I truly hope that the monument
because we want monuments to tell
injustice. She began her anti-lynchwill be a source of pride for the
us publicly how we see ourselves as
ing crusade when three of her
Bronzeville neighborhood where my a nation.  So, the fact that across this
friends were beaten and lynched for
great-grandmother lived for over 35
country we don’t have monuments
defending their Memphis grocery
years, as well as the whole city, state,
to the enslaved, but we have monustore on March 9, 1892.
and nation.
ments to those that enslaved them.
Wells left Memphis and moved
“Ida B. Wells spent her entire adult Monuments to enslavers, bigots
to Chicago. In 1895, Wells married
life fighting for justice and equaliand colonizers are coming down all
journalist Ferdinand Lee Bartnett.
ty. This awe-inspiring monument,
across the country.
From 1919 to 1929, the couple lived
created by world-renowned Chicago
“We have to not leave an empty
in a home that is now a National
native Richard Hunt, should inspire
space there. We have fill in those
Historic Landmark. Wells died on
people to see their own power and
spaces with the spaces of the true
March 25, 1931, and is buried at Oak
continue her work,” she said.
Americans who actually fought for
Woods Cemetery in Chicago.
At the dedication ceremony, viothe ideas of liberty and freedom, and
linist Windy Indie open the program that’s what we are doing today with
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MEET AN OKLAHOMAN: Q&A

Rep. Mauree Turner: ‘Try to move beyond your lens’

By Rebecca Najera
Oklahoma Watch
Mauree Turner is a member of
the Oklahoma House of Representatives. They made headlines
after being elected last November for being the first Muslim in
the Oklahoma Legislature and
for being the first nonbinary
lawmaker in the U.S. Turner
represents House District 88.
Turner describes what their
experience has been like as a
freshman and minority lawmaker. Their comments were edited
for length and clarity:

State Rep. Mauree Turner, D-OKC, shares one of their favorite moments of their first year as a state legislator. WHITNEY BRYEN / OKLAHOMA WATCH
ally good. Even on the roughest
Turner. My pronouns are they/
Black person walking on the
day. Like today, I woke up, took
them, she/her” — at the time
streets. I have to worry about
I grew up in a small town in
my dog out for a walk, I think
— and that I represented House
whether or not if I get stopped
Oklahoma. I have been living
around 7:30, as soon as I step
District 88 and whatever else we by the police, am I going to
in Oklahoma City for over
outside, I hear, “Good morning, had to say. So, we’re getting on
make it back to my apartment?
three years now and am still
Mauree!” Being able to be that
the elevator, we’re riding back
Am I going to make it back
getting adjusted to it. To go
up and my colleague looks at
home? These things, right?
from a small town (Ardmore) to face and be tangible and give
people access to politics in a
me and he says, “So you said
Things that people don’t have
be thrown in front of, like ... I
way that they haven’t before, it
this thing about pronouns?”
to worry about. That critical
came in knowing I’d be the first
is also cathartic for me.
And I say, in my mind, I’m like,
thinking. We limit that when
Muslim Oklahoma elected, if I
I came out as Muslim before I
“Oh my God, here we go.” So,
we don’t talk about history, the
did get elected, but didn’t know
came out as queer. The very first I just looked at him and I said,
truth of history and its horrible
about being the first nonbinary
two folks that I told I was [Mus- “ Yeah, yeah. My pronouns are,
past and how it systemically
person.
lim], I don’t talk to anymore.
they/them, she/her.” And he was works into our institutions, our
On top of that, coming out as
One looked at me and said, “Are like, “So that means that my
everyday institutions, whether
a process... or not even coming
you one of them towel heads?”
pronouns would be..?” And I
that’s public education, whether
out, but allowing people into
This was at a time where I didn’t say, “He/him.” And he said, “I’m that’s law enforcement, whether
that intimate space. For me
wear the hijab. And one I told,
learning, things are changing,
that’s policy and government.
anyway, I’m very intentional
but please just call me out if I
I think the passage of someabout who I let in that space. So I think we were having dinner
and movies with friends. That
ever misstep or misspeak.” And
thing like [banning the teaching
being the first nonbinary queer
was the last time we ever said
I said, “Thank you. Thank you
of critical race theory] means
Muslim elected on these fronts
anything to each other.
for providing space to even have that we no longer want to create
was jarring for a bit because I
How I show up in the world,
this conversation.” Conversacritical thinkers that really help
had chosen who I wanted to let
I’m not hard to love and I don’t
tions like that happened a lot,
move Oklahoma forward. The
in. But once the national media
need to operate so in hopes
so that was like across the aisle
people who wrote it and people
got ahold of it I was outed in
that people will come along. It
there.
who signed [it] into law don’t
front of the nation. So that was
took me a minute to make that
We have legislation that
want to talk about the truth of
really jarring to realize too, but
shift of being like, okay, like I
targets our trans girls and trans
Oklahoma and what it means
I say humbling because my indon’t have to work tirelessly ...
youth as a whole. We see legand how they uphold that sysbox is full of young queer folks
because I need to prove someislation that happens that tries
tem. The system of oppression.
and young nonbinary folks that
thing to myself or to somebody
to force our public educators to
One of the larger discourses
never saw themselves in politics
else .. to shift into being like
out students. We know the stats
is how all of these corporations
or didn’t think that there was a
while I’m telling everybody else
for suicide attempts and rates in who have slapped the rainbow
place for them.
that they should get therapy,
our LGBTQ+ community. You
on the side of things, [ImmigraI didn’t want it to be a closet
if they have the means to — I
see folks who are allowing and
tion and Customs Enforcement]
race.  The work that I’ve done
should start seeking that out as
writing legislation that says you
included, if they really cared
here in Oklahoma City has
well. So that’s where I am now.
can run over protestors. People
about our LGBTQ+ commualways been very intersectional
I’m able to do therapy and be
that the legislature is actively
nity, they would be actively
of my LGBTQ+ community,
in community with friends and
trying to shut their voices down working against the harmful
my Black community, children
process and not put too much
and when they speak up the
bills and they didn’t — very
of incarcerated parents and
only way that they know how
important conversation to be
immigration. All of these things, emotional weight on my friends
and the only way that forces
had. But also wanting folks to
right? So that (being nonbinary) but be able to hold weight and
also share that weight.
people to listen and look, [they] hold that same accountability to
wasn’t a secret. I was just very
I remember the first conversay, “No, we’ve got the power to
our elected officials. How you
selective of who I let into that
silence you.” I think that’s what’s talk about local politics is so
space. And so knowing that now sation I had with a coworker
about pronouns. Republican
most dangerous.
big. Your elected officials, are
people were talking about all of
colleague, 65 plus, I think, and
Critical thinking is always
they putting a rainbow filter on
those parts of me on a national
it was after freshman orientarequired of directly impacted
their Facebook profile? That
level is a little jarring.
tion. We were in the elevator
people to make sure that we can
might be good and dandy, but
I get to do work that I really
riding back up to our offices.
make it through the end of the
are they actively weaving in our
care about. Performing to the
day. I am a representative of
LGBTQ+ community in the
best of my abilities means taking This is like a couple day freshHouse District 88, but I know
pieces of legislation? Are they
care of the people of House Dis- men orientation for legislators
and the last thing we do is
that that title doesn’t provide
thinking about those lenses? Are
trict 88, it means taking care of
introduce ourselves. It gets to
me a privilege if people don’t
they consulting with members
Oklahomans. And that feels reme, I say, “My name is Mauree
know that. I’m just another
of the community to see how
this ... actively affects people?
Are you truly committed to
the work or are you committed
to the facade of work? It’s painful, it’s hard to do. And you have
to understand that, like, you
don’t get it right all the time.
Nobody gets it right all the time.
I live at a very unique intersection in life and I don’t even
get it right all the time. Right.
But I’m consistently talking to
[the] community about where
I messed up. Where I could do
better. I understand that to be
a politician, to be a representative of a community, you have
to be willing to say, “Okay, I
did screw up. But I’m here, I’m
learning, I’m reading.”
Allyship is not just for corporations, but it’s also for our
elected officials. Even the ones
that get it. I know I often say
that as a place for everybody in
the movement, but that means
you got to show up. That means
Oklahoma State Rep. Mauree Turner, D-OKC, Turner describes what their experience has been like as a freshman and minority lawmaker. WHITNEY BRYEN /
you gotta be willing to do the
OKLAHOMA WATCH

“For me anyway,
I’m very intentional
about who I let in
that space. So being
the first nonbinary
queer Muslim
elected on these
fronts was jarring
for a bit because I
had chosen who I
wanted to let in.”
work and you gotta be willing
to be called out and called in.
That is part of it, and so living
in a safe space of saying, “I did
good, so nobody should call me
out” is not how we do the work.
I am not going to vote for a
piece of legislation — especially
in Oklahoma City where a Black
man is 5.5 times more likely to
be shot by a law enforcement
officer — that offers my community as a sacrifice. And so what
I want people to know, one, is
that I’m not going to continue
to offer people up to a carceral
system that does not help the
people one and two, I would
like people to be able to extrapolate that. To understand those
things. That’s part of reimagining and rebuilding a justice
system — we have to lean away.
In order to get something different, we have to do something
different.
It was amazing to spend my
life in the streets, at rallies,
protests — to be able to create
those legislative days at the
Capitol now, to be on the policymaking side where we don’t
have to say “We got an ally who
really gets it,” but we can say
like, “we’ve got somebody who’s
lived it.” That is remarkable. It‘s
humbling that I get to be that
person.
Consider running for office. If you are vulnerable, if
you don’t look like the normal
politician out there, consider
it. Or consider working on a
campaign because there’s a place
for everybody. I didn’t think
this was my place in the movement. My place was organizing.
I was working on campaigns.
You learn and you grow and so
much of community organizing
is answering a call to action.
And that’s what the folks of
House District 88 asked me to
do, run for office. And so I did.
But I think that’s it — to try to
move beyond just your lens and
take your lived experience and
say, “Well, if I’m dealing with
this, I’m sure it looks different
for somebody else.” [Do] that
shadow work, [read] those
books.
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Black Moon opens new location
By CNOTE RS Wilson
For The Oklahoma Eagle

In a light celebration of the
opening of their artist warehouse,
Black Moon held a group show
to give all interested a view of the
new location at 5 N. Cheyenne
Ave. in Downtown Tulsa.
Tulsa painter Elizabeth Feather
Henley hosted the event in support of the artists of Black Moon
and to support Le’ Roux’s Kitchen
& Catering.
Le’ Roux’s Kitchen’s head chef,
Bezel (Renauld Porter) and chef
Gabe Castañeda served up a
delicious assortment of entrées
and pastries. The presentation and
the attention to flavor of the meals
and the items (plates/desert holders) the food was served on was
well received by all in attendance.
Donations for Le’ Roux’s Kitchen & Catering were being taken in
support of the team’s goal to ob-

Elizabeth Feather Henley (left) and some of the Le’ Roux’s Kitchen & Catering Team for the Black Moon Group Show
CNOTE RS WILSON/ FOR THE OKLAHOMA EAGLE

tain a food truck or a small brick
and mortar establishment. Follow
Le’ Roux’s Kitchen on Instagram @
lerouxskitchen.
Black Moon’s art has been
featured in several galleries and
prominent locations throughout

Tulsa and other cities. They have
their collective art now within their own walls available for
purchase. To tap into their creative
experience, visit https://www.
blackmoontulsa.com/.

FILM

Ice Cube and Warner Bros. fight
over ‘Friday’ movie franchise
By Michael “Ice-Blue”
Harris
Rolling Out / NNPA
Ice Cube‘s “Friday” series is
in the middle of a tug-of-war
between the rapper and Warner
Bros. studios. According to The
Wall Street Journal, Ice Cube
wants Warner Bros. to relinquish
the rights to the “Friday” series as well as “All About The
Benjamins” and “The Players
Club” and has accused the studio
of delaying the next installment
in the franchise, “Last Friday.” The two parties agreed to
develop “Last Friday” in 2012,
with Cube reportedly to be paid
$11 million. Disagreements over
the script and other issues have
delayed the new film for years.
According to letters between
the parties, Warner Bros. doesn’t
intend to relinquish any rights
to the film and have blamed Ice
Cube instead for the movie’s

Disagreements over the script and other issues have delayed the next film in Ice Cube’s “Friday” franchise.
BANG MEDIA

delay, citing that his time has
been spent with other business
ventures like the Big3 basketball
league. Warner Bros. responded
calling the demand “extortionate” and saying it won’t release
rights to Friday or any other Ice
Cube films, according to correspondence obtained by the Wall
Street Journal.
A letter from the hip-hop

veteran’s attorney said the studio
has been excessive in its feedback notes on the scripts Ice
Cube wrote for the next “Friday” film and feels Warner Bros.
has been a “poor steward” for
the franchise. “These guys don’t
get me, and I don’t get them,” Ice
Cube said in an interview with
the WSJ.

EXAMINE OUR PAST.
IMAGINE OUR TOMORROW.

ON VIEW THROUGH SEPTEMBER 5
philbrook.org/imagine
left: Don Thompson (American, b. 1938). Baltimore Barbershop, 1970. Gelatin silver print, 9 �/� � 13". Courtesy of the artist. © Don Thompson
right: Serae Avance (American, b. 1993). Knowledge and Struggle, 2021. Digital pigment print. Courtesy of the artist. © Serae Avance
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